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A collection of manuscripts, typescripts, proofs, artwork and related correspondence, 1966-
97. 
 
 1  JEFFERSON BARNES, 1966-9. 
 2  GLASGOW PRINT STUDIO PRESS, 1977 OR 8-1981. 
 3 WILMA PATERSON, SONGS OF SCOTLAND (EDINBURGH: 

MAINSTREAM, 1996), 1994-6. 
 4  TAG THEATRE COMPANY, 1992-5. 
 5-21 WORKING LEGS: A TWO-ACT PLAY FOR DISABLED PERFORMERS 

(GLASGOW: DOG AND BONE, 1997), 1996-7. 
 22-30 WHY SCOTS SHOULD RULE SCOTLAND 1997 (EDINBURGH: 

CANONGATE BOOKS, 1997), 1997. 
 31-34 UNLIKELY STORIES, MOSTLY (EDINBURGH: CANONGATE BOOKS, 

1997), 1997. 
 
This collection has been arranged and described by Alasdair Gray.  Sequential reference 
numbers have been given to the files; these should be used for ordering manuscripts and for 
citation.  Letters and numbers in square brackets refer to the original arrangment of files 
wihtin each section. 
 
1. Jefferson Barnes, 1966-9 
 
 Three playscripts owned by Jefferson Barnes, former registrar and deputy director of 

Glasgow Art School, later the director.  These three, and letter to him on folded sheet 
of lined foolscap, were returned to Gray by Barnes' daughter after his death. 

 
 (1) Play: `The Decline and Fall of Kelvin Walker' in stage version performed by Art 

School Drama Society in 1967.  Titlepage, castlist and sixty-six numbered pages 
stencilled in violet ink. 

 
 (2) `Twenty-seven Poems by Alasdair Gray 1949-1967' 
 
   A Gray 
   160 Hill Street 
   GLASGOW   G3 
 
 Says titlepage.  First pageis dedication to Alan Fletcher, then twenty-six numbered 

poems, most (though not all) later used in Old Negatives.  Mr Barnes had these because 
in 1969 he sponsored me for an Arts Countil bursary to illustrate them as prints. 

 
 (3) `The Night Off' my second TV play `completed 10th January 1966' says 

titlepage, but never produced. 
 
 (4) Letter to Barnes dated 19 February 1969, mentioning poem-print designs and 

Agnes Belfrage play. 
 
2. Glasgow Print Studio Press, 1977 or 8-1981 
 



 This small co-operative was started by eight Glasgow writers, Calum Mackenzie, the 
director of Glasgow Print Studio (then with offices in Ingram Street) and James Taylor, 
an Australian printer.  It published the following books: 

 
  1977  Tom Buchan Forwords 
  1978  James Kelman Tales of the Night Shift (stories) 
  1978  Liz Lochhead Islands (poems) 
  1979  Tom Leonard's If Only Bunty Were Here (play) 
  1980  Aonghas MacNeacail's Imaginary Wounds (poems) 
  1981  Carl MacDougall's The One-Legged Tap Dancer (stories) 
  1981  Alan Spence Glasgow Zen (poems) 
 
 Tom McGrath and Brian McCabe also became members but the co-op did not survive 

long enough to publish them. 
 
 The enclosed twenty-seven sheets, chronologically marked from A to Z+1, are 

probably the largest surviving archives of the Press.  The first document, undated, is 
late 1977 or early 1978, the last is 7 June 1981. 

 
 (A)  Print Studio Information Sheet for members giving funds and expenses, 

and mentioning C. Mackenzie as direct, Jas Taylor as editor, undated: 
prior to April 1978. 

 
 (B)  Press information sheet dated 24 April 1978. 
 
 (C)  Sheet announcing reading of first two books for Sunday 30 April 1978 

on front, biographies of authors on back.  Gray's logo for the co-op 
front and back. 

 
 (D,E)  Carbon copy minutes of meeting adopting a constitution, electing 

Leonard chairman, Kelman treasurer, Mackenzie secretary: dated 14 
June 1978. 

 
 (F)  Estimate of income and expenditure for 1978-9. 
 
 (H,I,J,K) Photocopy of four manuscript pages of minutes written by minutes 

secretary Gray, dated 9 November 1978. 
 
 (P,Q)  Print studio newsletter for March 1979 announcing the first four books 

available on page Q. 
 
 (R)  Gray's announcement of Edinburgh readings on page Q. 
 
 (S)  Leaflet, orange, fuzzy logo on front, announcing reading in Demarco 

Gallery. 
 
 (T,U,V,W) Minutes of meeting on 25 August in Stewart's pub, Edinburgh, before 

reading. 
 



 (X)  Photocopy of chairman Leonard's letter dated 21 May 1980, ironically 
or accidentally proposing a meeting for 7 June 1981 to settle the co-op 
business. 

 
 (Y)  Gray's minutes of meeting, 27 January 1980. 
 
 (Z,Z+1) Gray's minutes of meeting on 7 June 1981 which proposes to publish 

books by Spence, McGrath and McCabe fast, or end the co-op.  (Only 
Spence's work was finally produced). 

 
3. Songs of Scotland, 1994-6 
 
 Thirty-five items numbered chronologically and showing stages of the book from its 

initiation in the summer of 1994, to publication in December 1996, and what befell 
after, as understood by designer and illustrator Gray. 

 
4. Tag Theatre Company, 1992-5 
 
 Plastic wallet with four letters between the theatre company and Gray about a 

production of `The Clockwork Orange' musical for which Gray painted scenery and 
designed publicity images; and two copies of a handbill based on the poster. (First 
production, Tuesday 1 September 1992).  (A) 

 
 Plastic wallet containing four cardboard oblongs five inches by two inches, painted 

front and back with proposed scenic designs.  (B) 
 
 Two sheets of cardboard, eleven inches by nine inches, each painted with a suggestion 

for the poster design.  (C) 
 
 Plastic wallet holding ten letters between TAG management and Gray on TAG's stage 

version of Lanark, first dated 4 October 1993, last dated 4 September 1995.  
(Production started at Edinburgh Festival, August 1995).  (D) 

 
5-21 Working Legs, 1996-7 
 
 In June 1995 Andrew Dawson, Art Director of Birds of Paradise Theatre Company, 

discussed with Alasdair Gray the possibility of the latter writing a play for his company: 
a registered company and charity which gave stage experience to physically disabled 
folk who wished to act.  This led to the play `Working Legs' being published as a book 
in December 1997.  Sixteen dated folders alphabetically numbered contain papers 
showing how this came about. 

 
5 4 July 1996 
 
 Eighteen numbered manuscript pages, three typed ones with manuscript revisions for 

company meeting on this date.  [A] 
 
6 11 July 1996 
 
 Second typed version to end of third scene.  [B] 



 
7 18 July 1996 
 
 Twenty seven typed pages containing first four scenes with title-page `Working Legs: a 

play under construction'.  [C] 
 
8 25 July 1996 
 
 Typed pages numbered one to twenty-three with manuscript corrections and 

manuscript start of scene four at end of page twenty-three; then the rest of the scene 
on manuscript pages numbered twenty-four to thirty-three, all earlier changes, with 
manuscript changes suggested by Ernest Kyle added in red manuscript, plus manuscript 
page twenty-eight added after reading on above date.  [D] 

 
9 26 July 1996 
 
 The first four scenes retyped and numbered one to twenty-nine, with scene five in 

manuscript and number twenty-nine (continued) to forty-two.  [E] 
 
10 3 August 1996 
 
 The six scenes of act one completely typed: forty pages with above date on titlepage 

and corrected in red manuscript, with seventh scene in author's manuscript, and 
covering letter to Scott Pearson (typist) dated 4 August, promising to finish the play 
and start what became Why Scots Should Rule Scotland 1997 in the following week.  [F] 

 
11 Circa 7-14 August 1996 
 
 (1) Eighth scene (second of act two) in black manuscript numbered fifty-three to 

sixty-two, with sign language dialogue in red.  (Benefit Tribunal) 
 
 (2) Typescript numbered 2.1 to 2.14 of seventh and eighth scene with manuscript 

changes in red. 
 
 (3) Ninth scene (Lounge Bar) in black ink manuscript numbered sixt-three to 

seventy-five. 
 
 (4) Photocopy of above manuscript with manuscript corrections in red, and (on 

pages sixty-nine, seventy-two, seventy-three) blue biro changes on gumlabel 
overlays. 

 
 (5) Tenth scene in black manuscript with red corrections, pages numbered one to 

twenty-one (Newspaper Office).  [G] 
 
12 16 August 1996 
 
 (1) First ten scenes in typescript with red manuscript corrections, consisting of: 
 
  Two un-numbered prelim pages 
  Act One numbered 1.1-1.38 



  Act Two numbered 2.1-2.39 
 
 (2) Page 2.40 - typed suggestion, with pencilled amendment, of how the play 

should end: a course not exactly taken. 
 
 (3) A sheet surrounding the whole dated in Scott Pearson's hand.  [H] 
 
13 From 17 August to early September 1996 
 
 (1) Eleventh scene (Edinburgh Club) in three Manuscript pages numbered one to 

three. 
 
 (2) Last scene (twelfth) in seven manuscript pages lettered A to G, corrected in 

red. 
 
 (3) Eleventh scene in three manuscript pages, revised after discussion with Angela 

Mullane on legal-political probables. 
 
 (4) Revised version of eleventh scene. 
 
 (5) Postscript: How this play got written: four manuscript pages numbered one to 

four. 
 
 (6) Four un-numbered manuscript pages of instructions and contents for Half-title, 

page two, titlepage, biblio, dedication, scene list, cast list, production note. 
 
  Two typed pages with manuscript corrections of titlepage and performing 

rights information. 
 
 (7) Typed postscript numbered eighty-eight to ninety-two with manuscript 

corrections and final manuscript page of matter for insertion.  [I] 
 
14 7 September 1996 
 
 (1) Author's manuscript note to Scott Pearson listing pages with manuscript 

corrections on the following typescript which contains: 
 
 (2) Seven typed prelim pages, twelve scenes in two acts numbered one to ninety-

two and including production note and postscript.  [J] 
 
15 9 September 1996 
 
 In binder with hand written and decorated first page giving the above date as that of 

completion: fully typed version of play, of which six copies were given to members of 
the company.  [K] 

 



16 A few days ending 24 October 1996 
 
 (1) Alternative eleventh scene, in operating theatre instead of club.  Two typed 

pages of dialogue provided for this scene by Drs Bruce Charlton and Gillian 
Rye, these having been requested by the author. 

 
 (2) Author's manuscript on pages numbered one to seven using the above 

dialogue. 
 
 (3) Typed version of above numbered 2.40 to 2.45, as sent for comment to Bruce 

and Gillian, and with many manuscript changes as a result. 
 
 (4) Revised retyped version of the above (2.40 to 2.45) with covering letter dated 

24 October from author seeking final approval from Bruce and Gillian, and 
more manuscript corrections.  [L] 

 
17 18 October 1997 
 
 (1) First typeset proofs, pages ten to one hundred and forty-nine, without prelims 

or illustrations, received from Joe Murray and EmDee productions on the 
above date (Saturday) with author's manuscript corrections in red manuscript. 

 
 (2) Author's manuscript on single sheet with instructions for next proofsetting. 
 
 (3) Plastic wallet holding eight portrait drawings of theatre company members to 

illustrate two scenes of the book to be published in The Herald on 15 
November 1997, and also the book.  (Three of these drawings are original, five 
are photocopies of the originals).  [M] 

 
18 22 October 1997 
 
 (1) Second proofs: ten unnumbered prelim pages, the rest numbered one to one 

hundred and thirty-two with author's manuscript corrections, pasted-in 
illustrations with manuscript captions on pages eight, nineteen, twenty-eight, 
forty-six and notes for placing other illustrations. 

 
 (2) Plastic wallet holding five photocopies of character illustrations, with and 

without captions, also two versions of Dog & Bone logo, two of Birds of 
Paradise logo. 

 
 (3) Plastic wallet holding author's manuscript page of instructions about 

illustrations and printed draft of frontispiece with manuscript notes for re-
arrangement of these.  [N] 

 
19 7 November 1997 (completed 4.30pm) 
 
 (1) Final proofs: prelim pages I-X, the rest one to one hundred and thirty-three, 

with final manuscript corrections and covering manuscript page of author's 
instructions, manuscript corrections and covering manuscript page of author's 
instructions. 



 
 (2) Five proof pages with final corrections by Patsy Morrison, Birds of Paradise 

administrator. 
 
 (3) Wallet holding seven pages of final illustration material. 
 
 (4) World-processor printout of jacket.  [O] 
 
20 1 July 1995 to 18 December 1997 
 
 A collection of letters and printed matter about Gray's work with Birds of Paradise 

Theatre Company: thirty-three items numbered in pencil, apart from thirty, a leaflet, 
and thirty-three, a book. 

 
 (1) 1 July 1995 
  Copy of letter to Glasgow Art School Head of Critical and Historical Studies 

(once called Liberal Arts) asking for help in finding a long lost puppet play 
`Jonah and the Whale' for adaptation to Birds of Paradise use. 

 
 (2) Spring 1996 
  Publicity sheet advertising Birds of Paradise company. 
 
 (3) 28 June 1996 
  Copy of letter to author of a film set in a community where the disabled are 

the majority. 
 
 (4) 24 July 1996 
  Reply to last letter. 
 
 (5) 30 July 1996 
  Copy of letter to company's art director apologising for inability to attend 

rehearsals, enclosing completed first half of play. 
 
 (6) 23 August 1996 
  Copy of two page letter to art director with suggestions for production of play 

and book of it. 
 
 (7) 3 September 1996 
  Gray to Erskine Hospital Printing asking for estimate for book. 
 
 (8) 3 September 1996 
  Copy of letter to Bell & Bain printers, as above. 
 
 (9) 3 September 1996 
  Copy of letter from Gray to art director asking for information to use in book. 
 
 (10) 12 September 1996 
  Two page reply to the above from company administrator. 
 



 (11) 16 September 1996 
  Another letter from the administrator to Gray, with suggestions regarding the 

book's postscript. 
 
 (12) 24 September 1996 
  Two page estimate from Bell & Bain for printing costs for Working Legs book. 
 
 (13) 27 September 1996 
  Copy of letter from Gray to Bell & Bain asking for revised estimate; also 

estimate of costs of printing audio-cassette cover for `McGrotty and Ludmilla'. 
 
 (14) 7 October 1996 
  Printers to Gray: three page estimate answering the above. 
 
 (15) 24 October 1996 
  Copy of two-page letter from Gray to art director explaining total costs of 

book production. 
 
 (16) 1 November 1996 
  Reply from administrator postponing, for money reasons, book production, 

and suggesting Gray designs new logo and letterhead for the company. 
 
 (17) 20 February 1997 
  Art Director to Gray explaining that application to the Scottish Arts Council 

for grant to produce book has been rejected and another application made. 
 
 (18) 11 June 1997 
  Copy of slightly testy letter from Gray to art director complaining about lack 

of information. 
 
 (19) 13 June 1997 
  Director's reply saying �3,000 will be available for book at end of August and 

perhaps as much again later. 
 
 (20) Plastic wallet holding six variously sized sheets of graphic work for new Birds 

of Paradise logo, two with manuscript instructions in red to typesetter; also 
five specimens of company note and letter paper with new logo. 

 
 (21) Late September or early October 1997 
  Platic wallet holding four folded proof sheets of scenes two and en for printing 

on The Herald's Saturday arts page: with Gray's manuscript changes and 
corrections to make room for illustrations. 

 
 (22) 6 November 1997 
  Draft of letter to Bell & Bain asking for new estimate for the book. 
 
 (23) 10 November 1997 
  Bell & Bain's reply. 
 



 (24) 12 November 1997 
  Letter from Glasgow Art School librarian to Gray saying her assumption that 

the Jonah puppet play had been found in the archives was mistaken. 
 
 (25) 13 November 1997 
  Copy of letter for the book from Gray to Bell & Bain, explaining payments, 

delivery etcetera. 
 
 (26) 13 November 1997 
  Copy of letter faxed to theatre company's new senior marketing officer, 

clarifying financial arranagements. 
 
 (27) 13 November 1997 
  Original fax message to editor of The Herald's Saturday art page giving 

additional material and some corrections. 
 
 (28) 15 November 1997 
  Plastic wallet holding Herald arts page folded twice, with two scenes, 

introduction on how to play got written, portraits of actors etc. 
 
 (29) 19 November 1997 
  Original fax in Gray's manuscript to the company's new junior marketing 

officer with proposals for the book launching. 
 
 (30) Leaflet advertising the book and company using front and back cover in full 

colour with four pages in interior centrefold. 
 
 (31) Invitation to the book launch on 16 December 1997 issued by the company, 

worded by one of the marketing officers. 
 
 (32) 28 December 1997 
  Gray's manuscript letter faxed to company art director, administrator, junior 

marketing officer and drama director, referring to the book launch and making 
some suggestions.  [missing] 

 
 (33) A copy of the book inscribed to the National Library on half titlepage.  [P] 
 
21 May - June 1998 
 
 Two posters 30cm broad x 42 high advertising the play, Working Legs designed by the 

author. 
 
 Double page spread from the Guardian, 18 June 1998, Jonathan Jones interview with 

Alasdair Gray: reference to play in it. 
 
 Two sheafs (identical) of thirteen photocopy pages of press reviews and criticisms of 

Working Legs productions, May - June 1998.  [Q] 
 



22-34 Why Scots Should Rule Scotland 1997, 1996-7 
 
22 Typed pages one to eighty, with and chapter list on top, of the first 1992 version of 

`Why Scots Should Rule Scotland', also photocopies of correspondence between 
Alasdair Gray and his publisher, Jamie Byng, turning this into a completely different 
book.  [1] 

 
23 Earliest version of first four chapters, in manuscript apart from first page and some 

scraps of pasted-in text from 1992 version. 
 
 1 Introduction pages 1-5 
 2 English and Scottish Incomers pages 2/1 - 2/4 
 3 Feudalism and Clannishness pages 3/1 - 3/3 
 4 Freedom Stolen and Reclaimed pages 4/1 - 4/3 
 
 Fourth chapter renamed `A Nation Stolen and Retrieved' and enlarged by cutting up 

typed version and pasting them on pages with extra manuscript text numbered 4/1 - 
4/7.  [2] 

 
24 `Wellbeing'.  A short story I paused to write, then decided to use at the end of this 

book.  This exists in four typed versions, each revised in manuscript.  The oldest is 
dated 27 September 1996. 

 
 `No Need to Believe This'.  Another short story occurred to me for inclusion and 

here are four versions, typed with manuscript changes, the earliest version dated 11 
November 1996, the last the 18th. 

 
 The decision to include these (through finally only the first was included) caused the 

enclosed revision of chapter one `Introduction'.  All but the first typed page was hand-
written anew and renamed `The Ground of The Argument' in five numbered pages, 
preceded by two manuscript pages explaing the layout of the prelim pages. 

 
 The new chapter one revised in seven numbered pages, six typed from the version 

above with many manuscript changes and one manuscript page numbered five inserted 
between type four and five, one final page in Scott Pearson's hand and note indicating 
some of this matter should be added to a note on the prelim page making a new 
Introduction. 

 
 Two typed versions of the new introduction with manuscript changes - two pages 

each. 
 
25 New introduction and chapters one to eight in typescript pages one to seventy heavily 

amended, chapters now being: 
 
 1 The Ground of the Argument 
 2 English, Scottish and Norman Invaders 
 3 Feudalism and Clannishness 
 4 A Nation Stolen and Retrieved 
 5 A Kind of Freedom 
 6 Reformations 



 7 Uniting British Crowns 
 8 Uniting British Parliaments [4] 
 
26 Typescript of previous material brought up to date with many manuscript changes: 
 
 Introduction 
 1 The Ground of the Argument 
 2 English and Scottish and Norman Invaders 
 3 Feudalism and Clannishness 
 4 A Nation Stolen and Retrieved 
  - the above pages numbered one to twenty-seven 
 5 The fifth chapter is typescript of third chapter in 1992 version, with same name 

(A Kind of Freedom), but many manuscript changes - numbered twenty-eight 
to twenty-nine. 

 6 Seven pages of manuscript chapter called Utopias - numbered 6/1 - 6/7 
 7 Uniting British Crowns 
 8 Uniting British Parliaments 
 9 Highland Disaster, Lowland Recovery are chapters five, six and seven in the 

1992 version, numbered thirty-six to fifty-seven, with great manuscript 
deletions and additions and completely manuscript page fifty-eight at end 

 
 Also chapters eight and nine retyped, numbered fifty-one to sixty-six with extensive 

manuscript additions and deletions.  [5] 
 
27 Two chapters in manuscripts: 
 
 10 Voting for New Nations, numbered 10/1 - 10/7 
 11 Labouring toward Democracy, 11/1 - 11/9 with photocopy of biographical 

dictionary page. 
 
 Typed version of ten name change (in manuscript) to `Democratic Dawn and Eclipse' 

and many manuscript changes and additions by paste-over, pages numbered one to 
twelve. 

 
 Print-out of first three chapters (numbered four to nineteen originally) revised by 

manuscript additions and deletions into two - `The Grounds of the Argument' and 
`Feudalism and Clannishness'.  All subsequent chapters now become one less.  
Chapter ten above becomes chapter nine. 

 
 Printout of chapter eleven `Labouring towards Demoracy' pages eighty-three to 

ninety-three has title changed in manuscript to ten `Quackocracy' with other 
manuscript changes. 

 
 Another printout of `Quackocracy' chapter with other manuscript changes.  [6] 
 
28 Chapter eleven, twelve and thirteen. 
 
 Manuscript pages 11/1 - 11/11 
    12/1 - 12/10 
    13/1 - 13/4 



 
 All written on faintly lined paper, but pages 13/5 - 13/7 hastily scribbed on cheap blank 

paper, last page deleted, this being the end of chapter thirteen put on disc by Scott 
Pearson and sent to typesetter.  [7] 

 
29 First proofs with  with manuscript corrections by author: 
 Pages one to one hundred and eight with five unnumbered pages of instructions to 

typographer dated 21 February 1997. 
 
 Page one hundred and eight with manuscript changes allowing the addition of new 

ending contained in two typed pages with manuscript page indicating they were faxed 
to Neville Moir Canongate editor, and in one manuscript page with photocopy and fax 
note showing it was sent on Friday 28 February 1997.  [8] 

 
30 Article introducing the book commissioned by Scotland on Sunday. 
 
 Five manuscript pages numbered one to six (page four missing). 
 
 Six pages typed by author's wife with author's manuscript corrected in red. 
 
 Four pages with typed article as faxed to paper with author's manuscript note to 

editor on last page and title `Too Long in This Condition'. 
 
 Scotland on Sunday covering fax sheet dated 3 April 1997, plus fax sheet of entire 

article for proof correction with author's changes. 
 
 Invitation to launch party in Glasgow University Bookshop.  [9] 
 
31-24 Unlikely Stories, Mostly, 1997 
 
31 Correspondence 25 May - 18 December 1997 
 
 (A) 25 May 1997 
  Jamie Byng to Gray, with payment for jacket design and portrait of Stephanie 

Wolfe Murray. 
 
 (B) Penguin paperback with many pasted additions and Manuscript directions, 

making it a guide to the printers of the Canongate series. 
 
 (C) 24 June 1997 
  Editor to Gray about difficulty of getting original illustrations from Scottish 

National Library. 
 
 (D) 5 August 1997 
  Editor to Gray on illustrations and setting. 
 
 (E) June or July 1997 
  Plastic wallet of Gray's half of postcript to book: five typed pages with 

extensive manuscript changes and additions in red and black. 
 



 (F) August or September 1997 
  Wallet containing first typed proofs of complete postscript with manuscript 

changes. 
 
 (G) 20 September 1997 
  Editor to Gray about first proofs with illustrations. 
 
 (H) 3 October 1997 
  Second faxes of five total pages to typesetter. 
 
 (I) 6 October 1997 
  Editor to Gray about finished artwork. 
 
 (J) 12 October 1997 
  Fax from Gray to editor about trouble with artwork. 
 
        (K1-2) 22 October 1997 
  Two page fax from Gray to editor on final proofs, jacket, illustrations. 
 
 (K3) Specimen jacket with manuscript suggestions. 
 
 (L) First printing 
  A copy of this with slips inserted by editor to show pages with badly printed 

illustrations - no date. 
 
 (M) 14 November 1997 
  Fax from Gray to editor urging improvements. 
 
 (N) 18 December 1997 
  From the second printing: an almost wholly satisfactory copy of the book, with 

editor's comment on inserted slip and date received in author's manuscript.  
[A1] 

 
32 End of July 1997. 
 
 First author's proofs without prelims, illustrations additional stories or postscript.  

[B2] 
 
33 Early October 1997. 
 
 Author's page proofs with illustrations and manuscript with postscript, Gray's part 

revised and shortened.  [C3] 
 
34 16 October 1997 
 
 Author's proofs revised 16 October 97 (see accompanying letter to Neville Moir, 

editor, dated 22 October 97: with jacket proof).  [D4] 
 


